Product Range
~ Features
~ Benefits
~ Uses

www.armourblind.co.za

~ Shutters for all applications ~
ArmourBlind has developed a range of both French Shutters and Roller Shutters for:
 External,
 Internal,
 Residential, or
 Commercial applications.
The French Shutter range also includes:
 Sliding systems.
 Hinged systems.
 Stacking (i.e. Sliding / Folding) systems.
 Static systems.
All in All, the company currently has fourteen (14) different product variations available - which
probably gives ArmourBlind the most extensive product range in this market segment in South
Africa, if not globally?!
For more information, please have a look at their website at www.armourblind.co.za.
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~ ROLLER Shutters ~

RSi . ~ Roller Shutter with built-in “intelligence”
The RSi system is ArmourBlind’s flagship product. It is fully
automated and offers 100% functionality.
This patented product is the only shutter of its kind in the
world. Not only can it roll up and down, you can ALSO adjust
the slats!
If you want to sleep well at night - put this on your bedroom
windows because being fully electronically controlled means
that an auxiliary sensor (e.g. a beam or passive infrared)
could be installed with the RSi so any breach of security
could automatically close the shutter, in lock-down mode.

For more information, please have a look at the online
video of the “RSi roller shutter”at www.armourblind.co.za; as
this is something very exciting - and patented!

RS . ~ Roller Shutter
The RS range is ArmourBlind’s more traditional roller shutter.
These systems are also automated, and the slats are interlinked to provide a secure barrier.
This is an excellent product to install externally on all doors and
windows for those "lock up & go" requirements... but it can also
be used internally (for instance to separate and secure ones
bedroom section from the rest of the house, or to shut off a
stairway leading upstairs).
The electronic motor is controlled either by way of a wireless
remote or a wired-in switch.
In the event of a power failure the RS is also capable of being
opened by the home-owner using an override crank handle.
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~ FRENCH Shutters ~

New

ISS . ~ Internal Security Shutter
The ISS system is truly a fantastic product because it offers the
same excellent functionality as the traditional “wooden
“plantation shutters” with the added benefit of offering high
security.
The security aspect of ArmourBlind shutters is reinforced with
metal rods inside the aluminium slats, so aesthetic looks plus
security have been basis of this product’s design!
When the ISS shutters are closed the homeowner has further
security in the knowledge that he/she can lock the slats and
lock the panels (with a key) to prevent burglars from gaining
easy access as they could do with wooden shutters.
The ISS offers fantastic “stacking” solutions internally, but as
with the FXL and ADL options the ISS can also be mounted
externally on sliding tracks, hinges etc.

ADL . ~ Adjustable Louvre
Similar in many respects to the ISS, the ADL was also designed
and developed for aesthetic looks plus security.
As with the ISS system security is taken seriously, the ADL also
has a “built-in burglar bar” (i.e. metal rods in the slats).
Where the ISS louvers are adjustable with a ‘hand-tilt-rod’ the
ADL requires the use of a ‘crank handle’ to adjust the louvers.
This crank handle system ensures that the louvers can not be
easily tampered with, or opened with prying fingers, from the
outside…!
This shutter is best suited to external applications – e.g. sliding,
hinged, or stacking (for instance on a veranda).

.
FXL . ~ Fixed Louvre (non-adjustable)

The FXL has fixed (non-adjustable) louvers and so this product
is best suited for external applications and sun filtering.
The FXL does not have metal rods in the slats so this shutter is
not designed for very high security requirements, although its
aesthetic qualities are certainly in line with ArmourBlind range
of products.
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~ MOUNTING Options ~
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